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Introduction and Context 

TranSystems has been contracted by the State of Wyoming to determine the feasibility of initiating rail passenger 
service between Fort Collins, Colorado and Casper, Wyoming.  This scoping assessment has primarily focused on the 
active BNSF Railroad alignment that serves these two points via the state capitol in Cheyenne.  This line is presently a 
freight-only corridor for BNSF and includes parts of three railroad subdivisions, covering a distance of approximately 
265 miles.  Portions of other alignments between Fort Collins and Casper, both active and abandoned, have been 
reviewed in this scoping assessment but appear to provide little or no potential service advantages while substantially 
escalating fixed facility costs.   

Interest in intercity passenger rail service has grown markedly across the nation over the past five years in response 
to rising fuel costs, highway congestion and concern over greenhouse gas emissions.   Commercial airline service to 
small and medium-sized cities, often tenuous, has suffered major cutbacks over the past two years as carriers react to 
the dramatic escalation of fuel costs.   Good access to the national air service network may increasingly translate to 
rapid and reliable surface transportation to and from the Denver International Airport for many Wyoming residents in 
the years to come. 

Policy task forces at the federal level have made clear a need to more directly address the rail mode in upcoming 
funding regimes.  In 2007, the Bush administration, for the first time, put in place a federal matching program for state 
investments in intercity passenger rail.  This program, while modest, provides a platform from which federal 
engagement with state investment regimes for rail service may continue to grow.     

Finally, the interest of adjoining states in developing a modern and robust north-south rail service alignment extending 
northward from New Mexico brings into focus the advantages that Equality State residents might enjoy by investing, at 
the margin, in extensions of service northward from the Colorado state line. Wyoming’s access to good-quality 
regional rail transportation is thus uniquely tied to the success of multi-state initiatives for the Front Range.  

Early efforts to include a front-range alignment as the nation’s eleventh designated “High Speed Rail” corridor began 
in 2004 with the founding of the Front Range Commuter Rail advocacy group.   Such a designation carries the 
possibility of enhanced federal matching funds for corridor studies and grade crossing improvements, but also requires 
that significant portions of an alignment be shown capable of service speeds in excess of 90 miles-per-hour. 

This assessment of passenger rail service is purposefully biased in the direction of more careful attention to the 
earlier-phase and less costly development schemes for passenger rail operations in the southeast portion of the state.   
We have not, as of this writing, been in a position to dovetail service speed, equipment and frequency assumptions 
with the just-initiated Rocky Mountain Rail Authority study in Colorado, but it is our intent to do so in the next phase of 
work.   This will permit the study team to further refine capital and operating cost estimates as well as to better 
describe the potential service features that would be available to Wyoming residents.      
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Study Background 

TranSystems has been contracted by the State of Wyoming to determine the feasibility of initiating rail passenger 
service on the rail lines of the BNSF Railway between Fort Collins, Colorado and Casper, Wyoming.  This line is 
presently a freight only corridor for BNSF and there are parts of three railroad subdivisions utilized to cover this 
distance of approximately 265 miles. 

Passenger Train History 

The Colorado & Southern Railway (C&S), a subsidiary of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad (CB&Q), 
operated passenger service on this line with trains running the entire distance of the line which extends from Denver, 
Colorado to Billings, Montana. The CB&Q was merged into the Burlington Northern Railroad in 1970 and this train had 
already been terminated before the merger in 1967 due to the loss of the mail contract and very few riders. 

This last train on the route was a “local train” in that it served virtually every community along the 667 mile route 
between Denver and Billings, Montana.  The primary purpose of the train was as a mail carrier.  The train carried two 
working storage mail cars, a railway post office car, and a single coach for any passengers.   

The northward train, #29 was scheduled at nineteen hours and thirty minutes for the 667 mile run.  This equated to an 
average speed of 34.2MPH, which was really quite an accomplishment considering the maximum authorized speeds 
for passenger trains was 59MPH between Denver and Wendover, and 50MPH between Wendover and Billings.  
Included within this schedule were “station times” of 43” at Cheyenne, 40” at Casper and 40” at Worland to handle the 
volume of mail loaded off and on the train.  The southward train, #30 was scheduled at eighteen hours and five 
minutes which equated to an average speed of 36.9MPH. Scheduled “station time” at Worland was 40”, Casper 50”, 
and Cheyenne 14” to handle the mail volume. 

The passenger rail service was augmented by parallel bus service between Denver and Cheyenne as the Colorado 
Motorway Bus Company honored rail tickets on their busses. 

The schedule of this train as it operated in 1966 is shown on the following page.  Note the railroad timetable also 
showed the bus services on the same route.  Supporting bus service as an alternative for the patrons of the service is 
very important to provide other travel alternatives where rail passenger service is limited.  
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Topography and Operating Challenges of proposed Rail Corridor 

The BNSF Railway identifies, controls, and maintains trackage through a given region by the method of Divisions and 
Subdivisions.  Depending on the size of a Division and the traffic volume, a number of Subdivisions will be determined.    
For this study to ascertain the best perspective of the physical attributes and constraints of the 265 mile Fort Collins – 
Casper Corridor, we will utilize the following segmentations of the BNSF Divisions and Subdivisions to identify these 
issues;  Ft. Collins to Cheyenne, Cheyenne to Wendover, Wendover to Bridger Jct. and Bridger Jct. to Casper. 

  BNSF Rail Line – Fort Collins to Casper 
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BNSF Rail Line – Fort Collins to Cheyenne 
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The pictures that follow illustrate significant information that further defines some of the more challenging issues that 
will need to be overcome for the initiation of passenger service.  Other pictures show areas for possible additional 
capacity (railroad tracks) and station locations. 

The picture at the top of the following page shows the Fort Collins Intermodal Transportation Center.  For purposes of 
cost estimation this Phase I study has assumed that the Center will be the starting point for passenger rail service 
between Fort Collins and Cheyenne.  The actual Fort Collins station location will be addressed by the study now 
underway by CDOT on behalf of the Rocky Mountain Rail Authority.  Our estimates will be adjusted once the Colorado 
work has been completed. 

One unique challenge for the Fort Collins rail operation is the need to eliminate the long street-running alignment 
through the heart of the city.  Upgrades to rail service for both passenger and freight operations will require 
consideration of new routes and station locations, possibly incorporating design features from the Mason Corridor 
study and other recent planning initiatives in the Fort Collins area. 

The picture at the bottom of page 9 shows the present BNSF North Yard at Fort Collins.  This is a very small facility 
with a limited capacity for holding freight cars for area industries as well as a gathering point for cars to be picked up 
or set out by through trains.  A challenge to passenger train operations here is that the main track is occupied for an 
hour or more at times by through freight trains working at North Yard. 
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Fort Collins Intermodal Transportation Center 
BNSF Track in the middle of Mason Street 

 

BNSF North Yard at Fort Collins.  Main Track to left of East Vine Drive.  North Yard is 
located 2.1 miles north and east of the Intermodal Transportation Center. 
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The picture on this page and the top picture on the following page illustrate potential station sites for Wellington, 
Colorado, 10.8 miles north of Fort Collins.  Wellington was formerly a station stop when passenger trains last operated 
on this line and there has been significant subdivision growth in this area during the past three decades.  I-25 is 
approximately 1.5 miles to the east.   

The bottom picture on page 11 and the top picture on page 12 illustrate the south end of the BNSF Cheyenne Freight 
Yard. The picture at the bottom of page 11 is the track junction of the city industry spur to the left while the track to the 
right is the main line south to Denver. The open area to the right of the main track to Denver would be an alternative 
site for further review as a commuter train storage and lay-over facility and quite possibly a site for parking for an 
adjacent passenger station.  This same site was referred to within the Western Cheyenne Transportation Study 
prepared for the Cheyenne Metropolitan Planning Organization. The picture at the top of page 12 is the former 
Burlington Railroad Passenger Station now utilized by BNSF for their personnel assigned to the freight operations 
there. 

The bottom picture on page 12 was taken from an overhead bridge of I-25 above the BNSF Cheyenne Freight Yard 
and clearly shows the congestion at the yard.  Often, the main track is occupied for an extended period of time by 
freight trains.  For the initiation of passenger train service northward to Casper, the BNSF will probably insist that a by-
pass track be constructed for the use of any passenger train to get around their existing and future freight train 
operations at Cheyenne Yard. 

 
Proposed Station Location Site for Wellington, Colorado.   

East Side of Tracks viewing South. 
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Alternate Location for Wellington, Colorado station site. 
East Side of Track viewing North. 

 

South End of BNSF Cheyenne Freight Yard.  
Potential passenger train storage location in center of picture. 
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BNSF Cheyenne Yard.  Freight congestion issues are shown.  May be necessary to 
construct by-pass track for passenger train use for service to Casper. 

BNSF Cheyenner Freight Yard.  Building in foreground is former passenger station 
now utilized by BNSF Freight Personnel 
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Cheyenne-Wendover-121.4 Miles--- BNSF Colorado Division – Front Range Subdivision 

There are several operational and topographical issues within this segment that will be challenges to initiating 
passenger train service.  The most prominent of these challenges is the number of curves (157) as well as the total 
mileage (37) of curvature. This mileage figure equates to 30.6% of the miles within this segment. Of these 157 curves, 
102 of these possess a degree of curvature exceeding two degrees. 

Numerous grades are also an issue on this segment, some of which are steep enough to affect the ability of a 
passenger train to attain maximum authorized speed.  These grade restrictions are in concert with curve restrictions 
due to the topography of this territory.     

A brief summation of these grades indicates that there are approximately 60 miles of grades in excess of .5%, 49 
miles of grades in excess of 1.0%, and six miles of grades in excess of 1.5%.  Five of these miles are on 1.5% grades 
that, in concert with curvature, will not allow for a 15,000 ton or heavier coal train to operate over this line without 
additional power or helper crews.  Sidings are a constraint here also, in that they are relatively few and not very long, 
therefore the distance between these points for the meeting and passing of trains is extremely limited.  There are nine 
sidings within this 121.4 mile segment, however, five of these are less than 5,000 feet in length, making the choices 
for the meeting of today’s long trains very limited for the train dispatcher. 

At this time it would appear that the 121.4 mile segment of the Front Range Subdivision between Cheyenne and 
Wendover poses major challenges to the introduction of passenger rail operations.  Highway-competitive speeds north 
of Cheyenne would require an engineering analysis for entirely new alignments to bypass the extreme gradients and 
curvature areas of this segment. 

The preliminary phase of the study did not involve discussions with military personnel at Warren Air Force Base.  This 
military installation has imposed operating restrictions to BNSF freight trains and therefore, face to face discussions 
are in order during the next phase of the study to give the Air Force an opportunity to respond as to just what the 
actual restrictions might be for passenger train operation across the complex. 

BNSF reports that this segment averages 10 freight trains per day over this line.  With an annual growth rate of 3%, 
this number will increase to 13 to 14 trains annually in the next ten years. 

On page 15 an exhibit displays existing curvature challenges in the Horse Creek vicinity. 
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BNSF Rail Line – Cheyenne to Wendover 
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The picture on this page and the top picture on the following page supplement the Horse Creek Wyoming exhibit 
included in this report on page 15.  The picture on this page illustrates one of the many wooden trestle bridges on this 
line that would need to be replaced in order to safely carry high speed passenger trains. The picture on the following 
page illustrates a five degree curve, one of nine restricting speed curves within this segment alone.  As stated 
elsewhere in this report, the degree of horizontal curvature exceeding two degrees will restrict the speed of a 
passenger train to less than 75MPH.  There are several segments similar to this one between Cheyenne and Casper 
where the development of higher speed operations (90MPH+) would require a complete re-alignment of the railroad.   

Wood Piling Trestle over South Fork of Horse Creek. 
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The picture at the top of the following page shows one of over 100 private crossings required to allow property 
owners access on either side of the BNSF right of way.  Additional crossing protection will be required for each 
crossing along the route.  There may be an opportunity to close a few of these, however, that process is sometimes 
just as costly as providing improved safety appliances in the form of additional crossing protection. In Phase 2 of the 
Study, the actual number of private railroad crossings and their future will be discussed with BNSF as BNSF has an 
active ongoing effort to close crossings.  The actual number will be tabulated in each county, additional signage and 
safety precautions agreed upon, and this item will be one of the costing parameters in determining capital costs for 
upgrading for passenger service. 

The picture at the bottom of the following page is the proposed site for a passenger station at Wheatland, Wyoming.  
It is possible that the former passenger station structure was located here.  The site has the appropriate space for a 
building and a parking lot for patrons of the proposed service. 

Five Degree Curve on south side of Horse Creek 
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Wendover-Bridger Junction-29.9 Miles --- BNSF Powder River Division – Canyon Subdivision 

This short segment of the proposed passenger corridor is to be studied separately because of the vast differences of 
this Subdivision compared to the Front Range and Casper Subdivisions.  The reason for this is the high number of 
loaded and empty coal trains that traverse this line which is located at the southern funnel point of the Powder River 
Division.  This route is a primary outlet for loaded coal trains moving either to Alliance, Nebraska for furtherance 
eastward or directly through Denver via Northport and Brush, destined to several Texas utility power plants.  This 
latter routing enables these heavy coal trains to bypass the Front Range Subdivision’s grades and extreme curvature 
described earlier in this report. The Canyon Subdivision has heavily ballasted main lines and sidings with new rail, 
concrete ties, and a Centralized Traffic Control System which allows for a high number of heavy tonnage trains to 
move quickly and efficiently over this line.  There is a 3.9 mile and a 4.3 mile segment of two main tracks, and one 
7,000’ siding, which together, equates to a total of 9.6 miles or 32% of the route having two or more tracks.  As the 
volume of traffic grows, additional second main track will be installed where conditions will allow. One of the locations 
where conditions may not allow the installation of a second main track is from Wendover MP103.3 to East Cassa MP 
107.8.  The railroad at this point is in the confines of a deep canyon with no additional room on the rock face wall for 
more than the single track that is there now. 

 

  

BNSF Rail Line – Wendover to Bridger Junction 
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Bridger Junction – Casper – 69.0 Miles --- BNSF Colorado Division – Casper Subdivision 

This segment is very well engineered.  There are 35 curves totaling 21.3 miles or 61% of the distance, however, only 
one of these curves exceeds two degrees so there are no speed restrictions due to curvature.  The vast majority of 
these curves are of one degree or less which explains the high mileage of curves on account of the low curvature 
degree in the design of this line.  There is a 25.5 mile restricted speed area (30MPH) between MP171.0 and 
MP196.5 and this is due to rail conditions.  This area has 112lb rail that was laid in 1954.  This is very light rail and 
very old rail by today’s standards.  There is a plan to relay this segment with heavier rail in the near future. 

The topography of the land over which this segment was built is mild in comparison to the Cheyenne-Wendover 
segment.  The line was engineered to traverse the valley of the North Platte River.  Grades do not exceed .30%, and 
this is westward only.   

  

BNSF Rail Line – Bridger Junction to Casper 
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The picture below shows the City side of the old Burlington Station in downtown Casper.  Now utilized by BNSF, it is 
ideally located to the central business district of Casper. 

The freight yard at Casper is a small, crowded facility having three long yard tracks and five shorter through tracks for 
the switching of the through trains and handling the traffic for local industries, of which there are quite a few.  The 
main track is often used to store freight trains for an extended period of time.  The General Office Building which 
contained the passenger station is still in place.  The station platform and parking spaces for potential passenger 
train patrons is available.  In addition, and most importantly, there appears to be land available on BNSF property to 
support a proposed passenger train lay-over facility on the east end.  Further study and discussions with the BNSF 
will be required to develop an operating plan enabling passenger service to Casper.  These discussions will include 
BNSF’s future growth plans to handle an increasing amount of business serving new customers, congestion and 
main line track issues here, as well as the required passenger related facility to handle both a start-up service and a 
phased growth passenger service. 

The two pictures on page 27 illustrate the east end land and track space possibly available for a new commuter 
station and/or commuter train storage or layover facility for the passenger train equipment.   

 

BNSF Administration Building at Casper.  This structure was formerly utilized as 
station for Casper.  Downtown District is one block south. 
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Fort Collins – Cheyenne Speed Assessment 

Designation of a passenger rail corridor as one of the nation’s “High Speed” rail corridors requires consideration of 
“Whether the proposed corridor includes rail lines where railroad speeds of 90MPH or more per hour are occurring or 
can reasonably be expected to occur in the future.” We have, in this scoping study, addressed this issue for what 
would likely be the initial service segment of passenger rail extension into Wyoming from the south, from Fort Collins 
into Cheyenne. 

Since this alignment is non-signaled, the maximum authorized speed a passenger train can operate under Federal 
Railroad Administration rules is 59MPH. Once a signal system is installed, crossing circuits are lengthened to protect 
highway crossings from higher speed trains, and track and roadbed improvements are completed, including super 
elevation of curves, then passenger train speeds can be increased. 

A brief analysis of the BNSF track charts indicates that of the 45 miles of alignment between Fort Collins and 
Cheyenne, 8.33 miles or 18.5% of the distance is curvature.  There are 27 curves on this segment, of which 14 are of 
two degrees or greater.  A two degree curve, without substantial super elevation of the outside rail, will restrict a 
trains’ speed to less than the maximum authorized by other conditions. 

In summary, approximately 20% of the existing Fort Collins- Cheyenne railway alignment would be capable of 
supporting 90 MPH speeds even after significant track and signaling upgrades.   

A joint engineering analysis with the BNSF will have to be conducted to determine final passenger train speeds for all 
rail mileage over this segment.  The BNSF assesses main line track conditions through the use of a track geometry 
car and the data received from this analysis will have to be reviewed by the BNSF Engineering Department.  Further 
field surveys must be conducted to determine remedial applications for speed increases. 

Super-elevation:  In rounding a curve, a train is subject to a 
force acting radially outward.  To counteract that radial force 
the outside rail of the curve is raised (or “super-elevated”) a 
distance of “X” inches above the inside rail.  This height in 
inches varies upon the curve and speed of the train and is 
measured as the height of superelevation. 

In the figure below the right, (outside) rail is super-elevated as 
the train curves to the right while moving forward into the 
page. 
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Following is a brief review of the alignment between Fort Collins and Cheyenne. The first tangent (straight) segment 
of this proposed corridor where speed increases might be realized is a short distance between Fort Collins and North 
Yard and the first proposed station stop at Wellington.  Northward trains would be accelerating from a 40MPH 
restriction due to the six degree curve at MP78.4 onto straight track that extends to the two degree curve at MP84.7.  
The station stop at Wellington would be in the vicinity of MP85.2.  Even though this is a six plus mile tangent, the 
highest speed to be attained in either direction would be a topping out of 75MPH before immediately having to set the 
brakes for the station stop at Wellington for northward trains and the six degree curve at MP78.4 for southward trains. 

Northward trains departing Wellington MP85.2 will encounter a two degree eleven minute curve at MP87.2 which will 
not impede their acceleration to maximum speed, in that at 2.5 miles north and from the station at Wellington and 
ascending a nearly 1.0% grade, the best speed attainable at this point would be approximately 50-55MPH. 

Because of the varying segments of an ascending grade all the way to MP110, it is unlikely that a maximum 
authorized speed of 79MPH would not be attained with conventional equipment until approximately MP98, which is 
12.8 miles from the station stop at Wellington.  This top speed of 79MPH could be maintained until MP105, a 
distance of seven miles, when braking would need to occur to safely negotiate three curves greater than two degrees 
at a speed of 65MPH. A maximum speed of 70MPH could possibly be re-attained at MP109 before brakes would 
again need to be applied for the six degree curve located at MP110.1 to 110.7 at a safe speed of 40MPH. A speed of 
70MPH could be attained at MP116 before a final brake application to arrive at Cheyenne at MP119.4. 

Because of curvature and grade challenges, and in reply to a location where speeds of 90MPH could be attained, our 
estimate that 90MPH may be attained between MP102 and MP103.5 where the 1% ascending grade flattens out to 
nearly level.  At MP103.5, brakes must be applied for the three, two plus degree degree curves beginning at 
MP105.7.  Total distance for 90MPH speeds would be 1.5 miles. 

Southward trains departing Cheyenne MP119.4 could possibly attain a speed of 65MPH at MP113 due to a operating 
on mostly a continuous ascending 1.0% grade since departing.  The grade changes from ascending to descending at 
Speer, MP112.4 and at this point it is necessary to apply the brakes in order to safely negotiate the six degree curve 
at MP110.7 at 40MPH.  Once through this restrictive curve, the train can accelerate to 65MPH at MP108 and hold at 
that speed while traversing through the three curves in excess of two degrees through MP105.  Maximum speed is 
quickly attained at MP103 due to the descending grade and is maintained on the long downhill alignment for 
approximately 15 miles until brakes must be applied near MP88 for the Wellington station stop at MP85.2.   

Departing Wellington, a maximum speed of 75MPH can be attained until braking must take place for the two six 
degree curves located between MP78.5 and MP77.  A quick acceleration to 50MPH briefly will take place before the 
final brake application is made for the station stop at Fort Collins.  

A speed of 90MPH could possibly be attained at MP101 and be maintained to MP90 – a distance of 11 miles.  Note 
the time saved at 90MPH vs 79MPH for 11 miles is 55 seconds – not worth the extra signaling and rail infrastructure 
costs between these two maximum speeds. 

The above estimated schedule and running times were made with an MP36 Diesel Locomotive and five Bombardier 
Bi-Level Commuter cars – the most common type of equipment employed in commuter train operations in the United 
States.  The weight of this train was 273 tons.  If the same locomotive were utilized to pull intercity passenger cars, 
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and in this case the California Car would be utilized as it has nicer amenities on board tailored to longer haul patrons, 
then the weight of this train would be 355 tons.  This additional weight would equate to a schedule approximately four 
minutes longer northward and maybe one minute longer southward, primarily due to the number of ascending miles 
(32) in the northward direction.  Another set of equipment evaluated was the Talgo Train which is a tilt train enabling 
it to negotiate most curves at speeds of 5-8MPH greater than convention equipment as described above.  The weight 
of this train is 284 tons.  All of the train consists as described are bi-directional in that there is a locomotive for 
traction on one end and a cab car on the other end.  The cab car is either a passenger car or a locomotive shell with 
a control compartment for the engineer to operate the train.  The bi-directional feature saves the time and associated 
costs of turning the equipment at the end of each run. The grade is primarily 1% or greater, and while it does not 
impede a short passenger train from attaining the maximum speed, it takes a greater distance to do so.    

 

 

 

The picture at the top of the following page illustrates the Talgo Tilt Train in Amtrak service between Portland, 
Oregon and Seattle, Washington.  

The picture at the bottom of the following page illustrates an Amtrak F59PH Diesel Locomotive at the head of a five 
car California Car consists in Amtrak service between San Jose and Sacramento, California.  

  

Bombardier bi-level commuter coaches in Toronto, Canada 
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Train Schedules 

Train Schedules are composed of three primary components.  These are: 

• Pure Running Time which is defined as the actual time it takes a train to traverse a route from Point A to 
Point B without any delay 

• Dwell Time which is time built into the schedule allowing for a station stop to load and unload passengers 

• Recovery Time which is usually a percentage of time above the Pure Running Time and Dwell Time to allow 
for unforeseen delays such as slow orders due to track conditions, signal failures, delays caused by freight 
trains, and other incidents 

We utilized three passenger train consists to construct proposed schedules that are based on experienced evaluation 
of acceleration and braking characteristics of the equipment.  

Historically, railroads operating passenger service published internal passenger train consist books.  The purpose of 
the consist book was for the instruction of all supervision involved with the make-up or line-up of passenger cars in a 
train.  The definition of consist, therefore, is the written description of how a passenger train should appear, for 
example, at a departing station.  Example would be: Locomotive, Mail Car, Baggage Car, 3 Coach Cars, Dining Car, 
3 Pullman or Sleeping Cars, Observation-Lounge car.   This example shows the train front to back. 

Often, cars would be added and subtracted and the consist sheet describing this particular train would indicate the 
appearance (line-up) of the train at certain intermediate terminals.  The consist book might also show the origin and 
destination of each car in the train as they were often different with mail cars and sleeping cars being set off or picked 
up enroute.    
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Description of Train Consists 

1966 – Chicago, Burlington & Quincy E7 2,000HP Diesel Locomotive – 2 Storage Mail Cars – 1 Railway Post Office 
Mail Car- 1 Coach – Weight of Train 280 Tons 

A – Motive Power Industries MP36 3,600HP Diesel Locomotive – 5 Bombardier BiLevel Coaches – 273 Tons 

B – EMD F59PH 3,000HP Diesel Locomotive – 5 MK California Cars – 365 Tons 

C – EMD F59PH 3,000HP Diesel Locomotive – Talgo Train 12 Units – Cab Car – 284 Tons  

Schedule 

 North       South  

1966 C B A    A B C 1966  
  

1108p 650a 650a 650a 0    Fort Collins               607p        609p 602p 523a 

1123p      702a     704a 704a   10.8  Wellington                 548p        547p 545p 454a 

1206a  740a 745a 743a    45.0  Cheyenne              515p 515p 515p 415a   
      

    58”    50”   55”   53”    52”   54”   47”  1’08”     

In 1966, the maximum passenger train speed on the CB&Q line was 55MPH.  Schedules A, B, and C are based on a 
maximum speed of 79MPH 

Preliminary Cost Analysis  

Our initial analysis of the Fort Collins to Cheyenne Corridor indicates that minimum upgrades to the railroad 
infrastructure to achieve standard (79 MPH) service would be in the $1.0 - $1.5 million/mile range.   

Next Steps 

In May 2008 the Rocky Mountain Rail Authority, in collaboration with Colorado DOT, provided Notice to Proceed to a 
consulting team for a study of proposed intercity passenger rail services for both the Front Range and I-70 Corridors 
in that state.  The consulting team is just initiating their work, so it is likely to be a few months before even tentative 
judgments have been made about appropriate service speeds, track standards and service frequencies.  The 
combinations of speed, passenger comfort and frequency of service will in turn drive projections of ridership not only 
for Colorado but, through extrapolation, to service points in Wyoming as well.    

The Wyoming study team has tried in all circumstances to be a good steward of the state’s investment in this study 
effort and, for this reason, has held back on those elements that would later need to be reconciled with the Colorado 
approach.   We look forward through the balance of 2008 and early 2009 to completing the scope of work as 
described in our original contract with WYDOT. 
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